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at the end of 2009 a new concept of winols came out. on the basis of new developments this new concept is called 'winols pro. the advantage of winols pro is that engineers do not have to know the exact settings of a functioning ecu. they can easily see how a switch or parameter influences the performance. additionally winols is the best possible
program for helping to adjust the ecu of your e40 or e50 coupe and s60, r50 or s80 sedan. the ecu maps of these models are often called "specific maps" or "coupe-specific ecus" by some customers. with winols you have a good starting point for your chipping, chip tuning or remapping project. the times, when the cost of a swap was close to the price
of the running car, there are many activities, which are related to the future of the engine. today there is no excuse for ignoring the engine any more. with long service intervals and the use of good catalysts the efficiency of the engine and its emission quality is getting even better. the gas consumption dropped from 16 liters per 100 km in the early

80's to below 12 liters per 100 km today. so why is winols evc's all-rounder ecu remapping software? winols is a worldwide used chiptuning software. if you want to customize the engine mapping of your car and it is installed in winols, then you will find this software for your personal use. an important feature of winols is the "lateral remap". this
remapping option makes it easy to build up a database of your car and to share this database with your customer. winols is therefore a good starting point for your chipping or chip tuning, because here you will not have to type in a complicated injection map yourself.
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mate's ace is a powerful and feature rich single terminal emulator with multiple ttys and user options that can be used as a full screen or maximized application. mate's ace is a faster terminal emulator than xterm and also maintains a terminal dpreview.com formatter. easterlion font manager edition (v1.07) - easterlion is a free, open source font
manager and font convertor, it has ability to manage all desktop fonts in one place. it includes a tool to do advanced text manipulation of any font such as converting the font to any encoding, changing the font settings or the size of any font. textedit express edition (v4.0.0) - textedit is a free, easy-to-use text editor that supports most of the standard

modern text editing features such as find and replace, spell checking, reindentation and change tracking. textedit comes with a rich set of plug-ins (including automator, applescripts, quicktime, and more) that give you many of the features of an integrated text editor without the hassle of using multiple software packages. tyger intellicad software 3.5 -
tyger intellicad software is the most powerful, easy to use full featured product data management system for engineering and manufacturing. this is the perfect software tool to store your product data. it provides the fastest access to all product data used by any cad software and enables accurate documentation and collaboration on engineering

projects. if you are looking to purchase evc winols software, this can be found in our shop. along with the full range of other tuning tools, hardware, and software options. tool set-up, installation, and training comes with all tool purchases. live support and a live tuning file service is open 7 days a week, from 7am gmt. 5ec8ef588b
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